Relocation
Never Move the Barn Cats Location Unless Absolutely Necessary:
Only consider moving a colony
of barn cats if you (the care
giver) moves to another
location and/or new owners are
unwilling to care for them. Try
to explain to the new owners
what this crisis situation will
often evolve. Unfortunately
when a relocation of cats is
attempted, it may not be very
successful. The cats will not
understand and won't handle
the change, they will attempt
to go back to the old barns
territory where they previously
lived. The chance of being hit
by a car or falling fate to irate
people is great. If they survive
their journey back home they
may be treated with a whole
new colony of hostile cats that
have taken over the farm or the
new owner still unwilling to
care for any cats. A very bad
situation for all.
If the existing spay and
neutered colony is moved,
another colony will appear and
the reproduction of cats and
the typical nuisance behavior of
unaltered cats can lead to
intense hostility from local residents towards the cats and anyone associated with
their care. Put simply, a vacuum has been created and one set of cats has been traded
for another set of cats who aren’t spayed and neutered, a bigger problem will take
place. Overpopulation, illness, starvation and death.
Inexperienced people when first encountering this kind of situation, their initial
thought is to get rid of the cats, they don’t want them there. They don’t understand
how difficult it is to move the cats to another location. How important it is to the
cats to stay right where they are and how much better off the new barn owner will be
with the already altered and established controlled colony.
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The barn cats rely on their barn as their home, security along with the other cats that
share the same territory, it is as important as food and water for their existence.
Relocation is a hard adjustment for the cats, they will want to journey back to their
old familiar home where they feel secure. Depending on the cats friendliness, live
trapping may be your only alternative to begin the task of relocation. Once the cats
pick up on the stress in the barn, they may run off and hide. NEVER, NEVER leave any
cat behind that you
have been caring
for, keep trying to
trap that last cat
even if it takes
months. All of the
cats will be scared
& frightened, as
you remove each
one it's going to
freak out the
remainder cats in
the colony not
knowing whats going on.
When the relocation is inevitable, work as fast as you can, try to enclose the cats in
the old barn till everyone is accounted for, then begin catching them. Even if they
have lived with you a long time they will hide because of all the commotion in the
barn. Remember cats don't handle stress and change well.
The only way to make
this new transition is to
confine them in their
new territory for two to
three weeks so they
adjust to where their
new food source is,
having their same
caretaker (you) feeding
them will help with the
adjustment, the
territory will still be
another issue. Even with
a proper confinement
and everything done
correctly, some of the
cats may still run away
after they’re released.
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For these reasons, every possible avenue towards allowing the cats to stay at they're
existing location should be thoroughly explored and relocation should be considered
only as an absolute last resort. Remember that relocation has its own risks and only
when these are clearly outweighed by the danger, its best to leave the cats where
they currently reside, only if they will be cared for on a daily basis. If the cats are
left at the old barn, they may still try to seek you and your new location out. To
reunite with you the cat must travel through unfamiliar territory to a destination
previously unknown to the cat. Whats so incredible is the motivational drive required
to impel the cat to initiate the quest in the first place and to sustain themselves until
they successfully reunite with you. Love is a powerful force. They have to adjust to a
new caregiver who might not be as compassionate as you were, the cats might choose
not to stay. If the cats are left in they're existing environment, be sure who ever will
be caring for them really wants them. Being not well cared for would be far worse
than being relocated and hoping they will adjust to the move, Not everyone values
cats the same. Caution must be taken by you with your decision to leave them.

Making the Move, You Must Have a Plan:
If you decide relocation is necessary after exploring all the alternatives, the first step
is to prepare your new barn for the arrival of your stressed colony of cats.
Cats can be relocated into a territory where there is already a colony, but it makes
the process harder for the new cats and the resident cats and should be avoided if
possible.
Don’t move the cats until you have completely set up the new location. The cats will
have to be confined for 2-3 weeks, so they can establish a sense of where they are by
smell. Preferably put cages near or close to a spot where they can hide after they
will eventually be released. More time from you reassuring them that everything will
be ok is necessary. Be sure to feed twice daily and keep the cages clean. Talk to
them, your familiar voice will reassure them it's going to be ok. Don’t rush things and
hope they will stay around after only a few days of confinement. If you have that
favorite cat/cats that always follow you around and do everything in the barn with
you, don't be tempted to let them out early to be with you. Unfortunately you will
only get one chance at this process, proceed slowly and remain calm.
The new barn space where the cats will be confined should allow them, once
released, to directly access the new territory on their own. Whenever possible,
relocate the entire colony together in order not to break up their strong bonds. The
cats will rely on each other to keep themselves calm and less frighted. Seeing
familiar faces and old friends in a strange new place can be comforting and an
important factor in making the transition successful.
This process is going to be very stressful for everyone, so you want to keep it as
smooth, fast and uneventful as possible. Trap the cats, move them as groups if
possible, don't just take that first one cat to the new location by themselves, that will
over stress the cat. Try to catch them in small groups if possible.
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In the new space where the cats will be confined, have the cages already set up,
large cages in a quiet area, if the cages are large enough to accommodate two cats,
pair up the ones you know get along it will be less stressful for them. Be sure to put in
a hut or box large enough for both cats to hide and sleep in. Partially cover the cages
to give them more privacy. Typically, when they are released after the two to three
week confinement period, they will be frightened and need somewhere close by to
hide for a day or two while they adjust. Keep some food and water on the inside and
outside of the cages with the doors open at all times. The cages they were in will be
a comfort to them, they would just rather choose to come and go on their own free
will. Leave things in place for several more weeks, when you see the cats settling

down you can slowly remove some of the cages one at a time.
In their new barn, the cages should be placed near bales of hay and have cardboard
boxes with small openings for the cats already set up near the cages. Cages should
always be used unless there is no way for the cats to escape from the confinement
space and you can come in and out of the space easily without cats escaping when
caring for them. If the barn is very large, it would be best to use the cage method.
The cats will have less territory to worry about all at one time. The cages should
contain a cat hut or box with a blanket or straw so the cat can hide in, a litter box,
food and water bowl. Caution must be used when opening the cage door to care for
them so you don't have an escape. Should a cat get loose, don't try to catch it, that
will only frighten them more. Put out the live trap near the cage, withe the door left
open, and the best bait you can find and hope you can recapture them safely. With
the other cats being still confined, hopefully the cat wont stray too far. Try to remain
calm, the cats will pick up on you freaking out and make them nervous.
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Three weeks of confinement is optimal to acclimate the cats to their new
surroundings so they hopefully they won’t panic upon release. Once acclimation is
accomplished, continued confinement after the three weeks is unnecessary as well as
stressful and can cause the cat to want to flee the area, feeling like it's a trap.
When releasing the cats, open all cages at the same time, be sure to have fresh
canned food, dry food, water and plenty of treats available. Have their new feeding
location area all set up and feed there every day. It’s important not to move this site.
Keep food and cage doors open, they might want to go back in the cage for
reassurance. This will help to make the cats calmer and more willing to stay around.
Now released, the cat faces a challenge of weather to return to a familiar home base.
If this is what they choose, they must start out in unfamiliar surroundings, which will
be an added challenge. Although this may sound difficult, this has been accomplished
with apparent ease and in a very short space of time. The explanations for this ability
revolves around the cat's sensitivity to the earth's magnetic forces. This sensitivity
enables them to find the way home without visual clues. Some cats are propelled to
return to familiar surroundings. Upon getting closer to their old stomping grounds
similar scents and the cat's visual memory enable it to find home without much
difficulty over short distances.

Cats do share a bond with the other farm animals
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Be sure to talk to the cats and reassure them, that they will be fine. Let them look
around the new barn at their own leisure, if they want to hide or run out of the barn,
thats ok. Every cat will adjust at their own pace and on their own time. Don't drag
them out of a hiding place or try to carry them back into the barn, they must do these
things on their own. You can however try to encourage them to come to you by
calling, giving special treats or playing with them. It will take several days for them
to settle in, just don't rush the process. Keeping the routines you shared with them as
close to the other barn will help them to adjust faster.
If you must relocate the cats when the climate is colder, you must accommodate them
with insulated shelters within the cages. One option would be a styrofoam cooler
stuffed with straw (not hay or blankets). Cover the cages to help keep some of their
body heat from escaping. This is where pairing up cats will help to keep each other
warm would come in handy. Heated water bowls should also be used.

Love comes in all sizes
Once your animals are calm and have adjusted to their new surroundings, all of your
efforts will be worth the hard work. Remember your cats also have a bond with the
other animals you have moved to your new place, even if they don't look like a cat!
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Explained Barn Cat Behavior
Cats are solitary predators and have depended solely on their own hunting abilities
and have had no need for group living. The idea of being corrected or dominated by
another individual is foreign to them, human or animal.
Cats are more social, than they’ve been given
credit for. They have their hierarchies, which
shift as cats leave the barn or join another
group. You can bet at the top of that
hierarchy, you will almost inevitably find a
female cat. They don't call them queens for
nothing.
The average barn cat's diet is mice making up
70% of the diet, birds 10-20%, and reptiles
10-13%. The truth is...cats are opportunistic
hunters. They go after whatever is easiest to
catch, whether it is mice, frogs, insects or old
or injured birds. The cat's hunting style--the
hide, wait-for-a-long-time, and pounce
method--is best suited for catching rodents
and things on the ground.
Cats are most active in the morning and evening (dawn and twilight)—the prime
hunting hours. A healthy mature cat spends about 15% of its life in deep sleep, 50% in
light sleep, and 30% in awake time. The hunting instinct is buried deeply in the mind
of even the youngest kittens. Rather than just eat its food, a kitten visually examines
it and will paw at it, as it would an animal brought back from the hunt, to check if it
is safe to approach, mothers teach these things to the kittens at a very young age.
When your cat blesses you with a half-eaten or whole rodent, this little carcass was
left there for a very good reason. Your cat sees you as helpless, an incompetent
hunter who needs the help of an experienced provider. The cats that most commonly
bring home prey as gifts for you would most likely be spayed females. It is believed
that they are redirecting their instincts to bring food home for their kittens, but to
their human companions.
The cat’s whiskers are somewhat taking the role of antennae and help detect
movement nearby. While during hunting the whiskers can reach forward to give
information about the prey they stalk. They are so sensitive, their whiskers can
detect even slight changes in air pressure and air currents—giving the cat “radar” at
night, or insight of a storm about to come.
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Understanding the all
important scent
marking behavior of
the barn cat is a very
important one. We
have all observed a cat
rubbing on us or a
doorway, this is the
cats way of marking us
and his territory (they
now own you). They
leave a chemical scent
behind which is very
reassuring to the cat
and non-offensive to
humans.
When cats colonize there is a group scent identification between the cats. These
mixed cat scents help the cats feel comfortable and secure in their home territory.
Any change in the scent structure may trigger a highly objectionable form of scent
marking or spraying. The cat sees this as a threat to their territory and feels the need
to make it theirs once again by re-marking it. That is how an altered group of barn
cats keep their territory marked and keep the calming effects within a well balanced
colony. Cats regularly revisit sprayed areas to "freshen up" the scent when it starts to
decline. This is the way they establish and keep their colony safe from intruders.
Like a sign posted.
Barn cats establish areas where it sleeps and
eats, its home base, and where it hunts, its
home range. The territory radiates from the
home base and its size generally relates to
the availability of food. If food is plentiful, it
does not need a large home range, but if
food is scarce, it does. The cat's territory
consists of a network of paths that are
patrolled regularly on a fairly fixed schedule,
to see just whats going on in their world.
Cats mark their territory by:
Scratching (leaving visual scent marks as
well as a scent smell from their pads)
Spraying Urine
Feces deposits
Rubbing
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The spraying, urine, feces and scratching marking provides other cats with
information about the individual cat like their sex, age, health and when they were
last there. Marking posts are like reading a newspaper to the cats, and it is read
often. The marking behavior doesn't repel others, but it does result in time sharing
of the territory.

Cats work hard to avoid chance encounters with other cats which could lead to
fighting and injury. Marking behaviors allow a number of cats to share the resources
in a territory without ever having to compete directly with one another. For example,
one cat may occupy a spot in the morning but leave it for another cat to occupy in the
afternoon. They really never meet or see one another.

A barn cats life really isn't as simple as it may appear. Upon opening the barn door
you may see the cats resting on a clean bale of hay, doing nothing. NOTHING … did
you read all the things a barn cat goes through every day? Did I miss something?
The barn cats have very important jobs and most people don't realize just how hard
they work to keep the barn clean and safe!
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The Barn Cat Is a Great Asset
The barn cat functions in many ways to help in the barns daily existence. The cats
work never ends, their on patrol 24/7 with no days off. Most people think the only
job a cat is good for is rodent and other pest control. Their duties go beyond the
work of keeping the barn clean.
They offer companionship to the
other farm animals, with their
calm demeanor. When something
is wrong in the barn or an animal
is in destress, watch the body
language of your cats. They will
let you know something is
disconcerting to them and needs
to be checked out.
They also provide a safe place
where all the cats can exist in
harmony. By checking their
territory (the area around of the
farm) daily and marking with their
scent. It alerts other cats that may come and try to disrupt the peaceful harmony
they have worked so hard for to move on.
They are so sensitive, their whiskers can detect
even slight changes in air pressure and air
currents—giving the cat “radar” at night, or
insight of a storm about to come. Watch the
barn cats behavior, you will know when a storm
is about to approach. You could say they are like
having your own personal weather cats on hand.

Love your barn
buddies as much as
the other animals in
your care, they
deserve it!
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